The Anti-Woman

Women should be ...
- hairless
- polite
- well-mannered
- long-beautiful hair
- smells like flowers
- never poops
- etc.

Real women ...
- hairy
- burps
- pass gas
- shaved head
- bad body odor
- #2 in the bathroom
- etc.
The Anti-Woman

- Lasering
- Threading
- Shaving
- Waxing
- Plucking
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LASERING

PROS:
- Permanent
- Quick
- Results decrease

CONS:
- Expensive
- Painful
- Health risks
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THREADING

PROS:
• Quick
• Cheap
• Natural

CONS:
• Painful
• Takes a long time
• Hair can grow back thicker
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SHAVING

PROS:
• Quick
• Cheap
• PAINLESS

CONS:
• Hair grows thicker
• Doesn’t last long
• Takes up time (you have to do it often)
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PLUCKING

PROS:
• Natural
• Cheap
• Very accessible

CONS:
• Painful
• Takes very long!
WAXING

PROS:
- Quick
- Cheap
- Lasts longer

CONS:
- PAINFUL
- Hair grows back just as/more thick
- May cause skin irritation
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- get rid of body hair fastest
  - shaving
  - waxing
  - lasering
  - plucking
  - threading

- keep in mind pro’s and con’s
- can add hair to other people’s turns
- some areas are larger and take more time to get the hair off of
- the hair can grow back
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• be a woman accepted in society!

• ultimate goal is to put people in the shoes of a woman and make them realize it's not fair to judge them on natural things!

• want to achieve money so you can pay more for better hair removal methods

• if someone sees you with hair, you lose points...

• you can try and hide the hair to win points!
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- Build the perfect woman!
- Random selection of cards
  - burps
  - passes gas
  - has hair on her stomach
  - smelly breathe
  - etc.
- You make your own “perfect woman”
- It’s judged against another’s “perfect woman”
- judging?